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LEXINGTON, MA, UNITED STATES, September 20, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Life is a journey. If vigilant one can
find great wisdom along the path.  Yet, there are many many
different paths.  Some choose a path which has been well
trodden, following rules and the ever restrictive social
guidelines, while others search for and find a less traveled
trail, a trail of growth, light and awakening. 

Robert H. Wellington pens Water Wisdom, a novel of
adventure and beauty that combines nature and the
outdoors with the mysteries of life and the consciousness
that encompasses it all.  Through a seamless combination
of narrative, prose and poetry the reader is transported to a
world few see, although right in front of each of us. 

Hall, having just finished college has an unexplained
mystical experience, which compels him to escape alone in
nature.  Water Wisdom is the story of his solo journey
through the unspoiled waterways of the Canadian North
Woods. The journey refreshes him; body, mind and spirit.
But he comes home with something more, something
intangible, a rare and precious gift.

The author, Robert H Wellington is a lover of Spirit in all its infinite forms, from family and friendships
to escaping in nature.  He is a husband, father, grandfather, and retired businessman.  He finds great
peace in the outdoors and has participated in and/or led many canoe trips through Canada’s
unspoiled wilderness.  It is from these trips that he draws the inspiration for Water Wisdom.  

This book discloses the author’s passion, while enabling its readers to see, and in a very real way
participate in  the reality. The reader is invited to join Hall on his journey of discovery with the hope
that they too will find their own gift, a pearl of great price. 

About the Author:
Robert H. Wellington is a lover of spirit in all its infinite forms, from family and friendships to escaping
in nature. He is a husband, father, grandfather and businessman. He finds great peace in the
outdoors and has participated in and/or led many canoe trips through Canada’s pristine waterways. It
is from these trips that he draws the inspiration for Water Wisdom. Finding spiritual continuity and
connectedness across all of life’s experiences has been his passion and as he puts it, “a joyful ride
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indeed.”
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